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The area around present-day Cairo, especially Memphis that was the old capital of Egypt, had long been a
focal point of Ancient Egypt due to its strategic location just upstream from the Nile Delta.However, the
origins of the modern city are generally traced back to a series of settlements in the first millennium.
Cairo - Wikipedia
Old Cairo (Egyptian Arabic: Ù…ØµØ± Ø§Ù„Ù‚Ø¯ÙŠÙ…Ù‡ , Masr el-QadÄ«ma), also known as "Historic
Cairo," or "Islamic Cairo," is a part of Cairo, Egypt which pre-dates the Fatimid city of Cairo, founded in 969
A.D. . Description. Old Cairo contains the remnants of those cities which were capitals before al-Qahira, such
as Fustat, al-Askar and al-Qatta'i.These are the location of the Mosque of Amr ...
Old Cairo - Wikipedia
Grand Imam of Al-Azhar Ahmed Al-Tayeb and Coptic Orthodox Pope Tawadros II exchanged hopes for
peace and pride at the inauguration of the New Administrative Capitalâ€™s mosque and cathedral this week,
writes Ahmed Eleiba
Al-Ahram Weekly
SC Exhibitions has teamed up with The Museum of Pop Culture (MoPOP) and Marvel Entertainment, to
produce an exciting new show celebrating Marvel's artistic and cultural legacy.
Exhibitions | SC Exhibitions
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